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QUESTION 1

DRAG DROP You previously deployed a model that was trained using a tabular dataset named training-dataset, which
is based on a folder of CSV files. Over time, you have collected the features and predicted labels generated by the
model in a folder containing a CSV file for each month. You have created two tabular datasets based on the folder
containing the inference data: one named 

predictions-dataset with a schema that matches the training data exactly, including the predicted label; and another
named features-dataset with a schema containing all of the feature columns and a timestamp column based on the
filename, which includes the day, month, and year. 

You need to create a data drift monitor to identify any changing trends in the feature data since the model was trained.
To accomplish this, you must define the required datasets for the data drift monitor. 

Which datasets should you use to configure the data drift monitor? To answer, drag the appropriate datasets to the
correct data drift monitor options. Each source may be used once, more than once, or not at all. You may need to drag
the 

split bar between panes or scroll to view content. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 
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Box 1: training-dataset 

Baseline dataset - usually the training dataset for a model. 

Box 2: predictions-dataset 

Target dataset - usually model input data - is compared over time to your baseline dataset. This comparison means that
your target dataset must have a timestamp column specified. The monitor will compare the baseline and target
datasets. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/machine-learning/how-to-monitor-datasets 

 

QUESTION 2

HOTSPOT 

You are a lead data scientist for a project that tracks the health and migration of birds. You create a multi-image
classification deep learning model that uses a set of labeled bird photos collected by experts. You plan to use the model
to 

develop a cross-platform mobile app that predicts the species of bird captured by app users. 

You must test and deploy the trained model as a web service. The deployed model must meet the following
requirements: 

1. 

An authenticated connection must not be required for testing. 

2. 

The deployed model must perform with low latency during inferencing. 
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3. 

The REST endpoints must be scalable and should have a capacity to handle large number of requests when multiple
end users are using the mobile application. 

You need to verify that the web service returns predictions in the expected JSON format when a valid REST request is
submitted. 

Which compute resources should you use? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 
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Box 1: ds-workstation notebook VM 

An authenticated connection must not be required for testing. 

On a Microsoft Azure virtual machine (VM), including a Data Science Virtual Machine (DSVM), you create local user
accounts while provisioning the VM. Users then authenticate to the VM by using these credentials. 

Box 2: gpu-compute cluster 

Image classification is well suited for GPU compute clusters 

Reference: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/machine-learning/data-science-virtual-machine/dsvm-common-identity 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/architecture/reference-architectures/ai/training-deep-learning 

 

QUESTION 3

You are in the process of creating a machine learning model. Your dataset includes rows with null and missing values. 

You plan to make use of the Clean Missing Data module in Azure Machine Learning Studio to detect and fix the null and
missing values in the dataset. 

Recommendation: You make use of the Replace with median option. 

Will the requirements be satisfied? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: B 
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Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/machine-learning/studio-module-reference/clean-missing-data 

 

QUESTION 4

You deploy a model as an Azure Machine Learning real-time web service using the following code. 

The deployment fails. 

You need to troubleshoot the deployment failure by determining the actions that were performed during deployment and
identifying the specific action that failed. 

Which code segment should you run? 

A. service.get_logs() 

B. service.state 

C. service.serialize() 

D. service.update_deployment_state() 

Correct Answer: A 

You can print out detailed Docker engine log messages from the service object. You can view the log for ACI, AKS, and
Local deployments. The following example demonstrates how to print the logs. 

# if you already have the service object handy print(service.get_logs()) 

# if you only know the name of the service (note there might be multiple services with the same name but different
version number) print(ws.webservices[\\'mysvc\\'].get_logs()) 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/machine-learning/how-to-troubleshoot-deployment 

 

QUESTION 5

You are creating a new Azure Machine Learning pipeline using the designer. 

The pipeline must train a model using data in a comma-separated values (CSV) file that is published on a website. You
have not created a dataset for this file. 

You need to ingest the data from the CSV file into the designer pipeline using the minimal administrative effort. 

Which module should you add to the pipeline in Designer? 

A. Convert to CSV 

B. Enter Data Manually 
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C. Import Data 

D. Dataset 

Correct Answer: D 

The preferred way to provide data to a pipeline is a Dataset object. The Dataset object points to data that lives in or is
accessible from a datastore or at a Web URL. The Dataset class is abstract, so you will create an instance of either a 

FileDataset (referring to one or more files) or a TabularDataset that\\'s created by from one or more files with delimited
columns of data. 

Example: 

from azureml.core import Dataset 

iris_tabular_dataset = Dataset.Tabular.from_delimited_files([(def_blob_store, \\'train-dataset/iris.csv\\')]) 

Reference: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/machine-learning/how-to-create-your-first-pipeline 
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